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1:00 Born in 1924 in Brest oblast town of Lakava.  4 children.  Father was shoemaker. 
 
1:02 Until 1939 lived under Polish gov’t, attended Polish schools. 
 
1:04 War breaks out in 1941.  Oldest brother taken into army.  Father taken 

immediately by Germans and shot. 
 
1:05 Rest of family tries to escape further east into USSR. 
 
1:06 But family overtaken by invasion and forced into ghetto.  Roza had gone to live 

with an uncle, but later also forced into ghetto in the town of Lenino. 
 
1:07 Shooting of ghetto inmates begins.  Commandant orders that people who are 

capable of working should not be shot. 
 
1:08 Thirty-five people out of Lenino ghetto spared from shooting, among them Roza 

and her uncle’s family. 
 
1;09 All 35 moved into one building.  Worked repairing roads. 
 
1;11 One night a young man ran into building shouting that Soviet partisans had 

attacked the German garrison nearby and that the Jews should now try to escape. 
 
1;12 Roza and some other younger Jews run out and are saved by a group of partisans.  

They never found out exactly what happened to older people. 
 
1 Worked for partisans, sometimes taking part occasionally in fighting.  Married the 

partisan unit leader. 
 
2 Discusses Lakhva ghetto, where she had been briefly interned before escaping and 

going to Lenino.  Germans started to shoot inmates, people began to fight back with 
arms that had been smuggled into ghetto. Some of the survivors live now in Israel. 

 
3 Roza didn’t witness uprising in Lakhva ghetto, because she fled as soon as it started. 
 
4 Mother tried to escape to neighbor’s family, but they turned her away.  Shot by 

Germans. 
 
5 Describes life in Lenino ghetto. Various kinds of work – roads, cutting wood. 
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6 Local people treated ghetto inmates well. 
 
4.29 “Polizai” were cruel – mostly composed of local men. 
 
4.30 Roza sent to work doing laundry for SS personnel – along with 7 other young 

women.  Were treated rather well by Germans here. 
 
4.29Saw one woman and 53n ear old daughter shot by Germans. 
 
4.30Getto inmates buried whatever valuables they had on ghetto grounds. 
 
4.31Toun people gathered frequently to dance and sing in ghetto. 
 
4.32Describes life in partisan group.  She was in same unit as leader she was later to 

marry. This unit was part of the Korzh Partisan formation, which Roza says was 
rather famous. 

 
4.33There were five other Jewish girls in the unit with Roza. (3 are now in California) 
 

[Break] 
 
4 [Interview now returns to pre-war period.] Lakva, in western Belarus, was in 

Polish territory.  A Jewish village. 
 

4.29 People in village were not interested in politics, knew little about USSR 
on eve of  

Soviet takeover in 1939. 
 

4.30 She joined Romsomol when Soviets took over. Her family, at least, began 
to live better under Soviet regime. 

 
4.29 Talks further about prewar life in Lakhva. Few details about Soviet regime which 

she was too young to take an interest in. 
 
4.30 Describes early days of Lakhva ghetto. 
 

4.29Germans had entered Lakhva in the summer of 1941.  Ghetto established in 
1942. 

 
4.29 Her Polish neighbors tried to help Jews. Did not engage in theft. 
 

4.29Peasants brought food to ghetto to trade. Inmates also brought some food 
back from work areas outside. 

 
4.30Returns to discussion of period with partisan unit. Relations with non-Jews in 

unit very good. 
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4.29Discusses how she met future husband in partisan unit. He was from Leningrad. 
 
[Account returns to Lakhva ghetto.]  [Break] 
 
4 Daily life. Younger people swept streets, cleaned rooms of Germans. Talked 

among themselves.  
 
4.29 After running away from Lakhava ghetto during uprising [see above 1.14] she 

spent a day in the woods, and then joined her uncle in Lenino.  June 1942.  
 
4.29 In answer to interviewer’s question, Roza notes that shooting of Jews in Lakhva 

took place on 2 April 1942. 
 
4.30 Ghetto in Lenino organized in May 1942. Consisted of all houses on one street. 

Guards were chiefly local “polizei”. 
 
4.29 Tells story of Fanya, a 22 year old Jewish girl saved by a German officer. She 

now lives in Canad. She was a photographer. Officer had pulled her out of a 
group that was to be shot and brought her to the house in the ghetto where Roza 
and other women lived. Officer visited Fanya in the house, brought things for her. 

 
[Break] 
 
4 0    Talks about partisan comrades. Tells about Yulia who had been among those shot   

Germans. But since she was only wounded, managed to crawl out from under 
dead bodies.  Helped by a local peasant, Yulia found her way through the woods 
to a partisan unit. Yulia later married a partisan fighter. He was killed. She later 
married a red Army soldier; is now in California. 

 
4.29 Talks about escape from Lenino during partisan attack on garrison [above]. 
 
4.29 Partisan unit she and 5 other girls joined consisted of about 150-200 persons. Was 

located chiefly in Ivanovskiy rayon in Brest oblast. Discusses her functions in the 
unit. Until 1943, unit totally independent from Moscow or Soviet command. 
Provided all its own supplies, arms. 

 
4.10-.24  Discusses life among partisans, medical care, military operations, holidays,  

clothing; political commissars. Commander of brigade was Korsh. Political 
commissar Zhivnov. 

 
4.29 Roza leaves partisans after Spvoets tale Brest oblast, goes with husband to Pinsk. 

Anti-Soviet “bands” were operating in area at this time. 
 

       END OF TAPE 
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